
Liebe E-Growers 
 
We – the Juicy Fields AG Team – turn to you 
 
I'm Birgit-Elisabeth, I'm a coach and consultant. 
 
Since mid-June, the Board of JuicyFields AG has commissioned me as Consultant & CFO in 
the context of BAFIN's inquiries to Juicy Holdings B.V., to support the process of clarifying 
and answering the questions. For this purpose, the owners and operators of the platform 
juicyfields.io (Paul Bergolts, Robert Laibach, Alex Vaimer, Vasily Kandinski, Alan Glanse, Erika 
Misela)  were asked several times to provide information and to take into account the 
regulations of the BAFIN or to shut down the website, which is associated with the Juicy  
Holdings B.V. in the imprint.  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Instrumentalization and abuse 
 
Many e-growers will have noticed that since Monday, 11. July 2022 many people who were 
previously named on the platform have disappeared and you can no longer log in.  Likewise, 
instead of the previous company Juicy Holdings B.V.  replaced by the company LCmed and 
now currently the company JuicyFields AG. 
 
Since Monday, July 11, 2022, the platform juicyfields.io has been changed several times and 
the board of JuicyFields AG and myself have been published there by name with personal 
data. This is an abuse and serves to deceive you e-growers. 
 
False statements are spread on the Internet on the platform juicyfields.io and via social 
media.  
 
We  
Dr Robert Müller 
Stefan Graf von Luxburg 
Thomas Stieger 
Birgit-Elisabeth Neumann 
have never had anything to do with the platform. 
For more than 2 months, JuicyFields AG has been trying to find out whether the platform to 
which we never had access is legally correct. Juicy Holdings B.V. should only act as an 
organizational unit  for the growers and supportively.  
 
Friedrich Graf von Luxburg, Abogado, never had a lawyer's mandate with the JuicyFields 
Group and is not an in-house lawyer as falsely reported. 
 
Now it turns out that the owners and operators of the platform juciyfields.io (Paul Bergolts, 
Robert Laibach, Alex Vaimer, Vasily Kandinski, Alan Glanse, Erika Misela) 
have operated accounts with the banks through forgery of documents. 
In concrete terms, this means that the accountsfor Juicy Holdings B.V. have been opened on 
behalf of the authorized signatory Dr. Robert Müller. Both the signature, telephone numbers 
and email address of Dr. Robert Müller were forged and Dr. Robert Müller never hadaccess 



to these relationships, to which funds of the platform juicyfields.io have been deposited or 
paid out. 
 

 
 
What will we do in oder to clarify the situation?  
 
We will file criminal charges against the owners and operators of the platform juicyfields.io 
(Paul Bergolts, Robert Ljubljana, Alex Vaimer, Vasily Kandinski, Alan Glanse, Erika Misela), as 
well as against the iSX Payment Services Bank  in Cyprus and UAB Violet in Vilnius, Lithuania.  
 
We will also take action against false reports and the publication of personal data on the 
Internet with criminal charges.  
 

 
E-Growers meldet Euch bei abuse@juicyfields.ag 
 
We want to support you in   the clarification and take tough action against the owners and 
operators (Paul Bergolts, Robert Laibach, Alex Vaimer, Vasily Kandinski, Alan Glanse, Erika 
Misela) and against the banks to secure remaining funds in the accounts  and possible claim 
for damages.  
 
The only official channels from our site are the following: 
 
Email: abuse@juicyfields.ag 
Telegramgruppe: @juicyfieldsfacts 
Twitter: @juicyfieldsfact 
 
 
Your JuicyFieldsAG team 
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